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Method of increasing spatial resolution of the scanning near-field
microwave microscopy

R. Kantora) and I. V. Shvets
SFI Laboratories, Department of Physics, Trinity College, Dublin 2, Ireland

~Received 6 June 2002; accepted 25 September 2002!

In this article we propose methods for the measurement of electric intensity of a microwave field
above the surface of microwave circuits. Using miniaturized coaxial antennas and a special probe
positioning system, we measure both the amplitude and the phase of the induced field above the
device under test. We introduce a position/signal difference method to further increase the spatial
resolution down to about 30mm—about one order better than contemporary microwave scanning
devices utilizing coaxial antennas. The effect is theoretically analyzed and experimentally verified.
The probes are calibrated in a well-defined field standard to allow quantitative characterization of
the measured field. Performance of our scanning system utilizing these methods is demonstrated
using a PCB finger capacitor. ©2003 American Institute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1522486#
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I. INTRODUCTION

Contemporary systems for inspection of microwave c
cuits are usually based on measurement of the signals a
device ports. In most cases they are limited to the meas
ment of the input and output signals. Such measurements
often not sufficient for characterizing the functionality of i
dividual elements and do not give a full description of d
tribution of circuit signals. In some cases special measu
ment pads within the system are designed for direct coup
of the probes. Unfortunately, their use is limited due to re
tively large contact areas, their influence on the circuit pr
erties caused by their high capacitance to the ground, c
coupling with other circuit elements and also the additio
load of the measuring probes. These drawbacks effecti
eliminate the use of such measurement techniques in hi
miniaturized circuits, especially in microwave monolithic i
tegrated circuits~MMIC !. Due to the abovementioned re
sons, noncontact scanning near-field measurements ma
come an attractive method for testing circuit performan
and failure analysis. By analyzing the field distribution abo
the circuit surface one can evaluate not only values of
field sources~charges/potentials, currents!1,2 but also signal
coupling between circuit parts, electromagnetic emission
the components of the device and other aspects of ele
magnetic compatibility.

II. ELECTRIC FIELD ANTENNAS

For acquisition of microwave intensities in a near-fie
region, short monopoles1,3 or magnetic loops4,5 can be used
for electric and magnetic field component detection, resp
tively. We have focused our attention on the measuremen
electric intensity using miniaturized coaxial antennas
cylindrical short monopoles where a central conductor p
trudes for a defined length from the shielding~see Fig. 1!.
Our antennas are vertically positioned and, due to their a

a!Electronic mail: rkantor@tcd.ie
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symmetry, they are sensitive to the normal component of
electric field intensity. The length of the protruding condu
tor must not exceed the desired spatial resolution and
many cases it is chosen to be comparable or shorter than
diameterD of the shielding. Unfortunately, the antenna
resolution does not just depend on the length of the protr
ing conductor but also on the diameter of the shielding s
rounding it. Surface currents within the shielding also indu
a secondary field and change the input signal. For w
defined antenna geometry the signal level can be evalu
using numerical simulation methods such as finite-differe
time domain. As the result of the simulation depends on
particular field distribution, the external field is common
assumed to be homogeneous, thus resulting in a single
sitivity coefficient, that is the ratio between the signal lev
and the field intensity.3 When the field is highly concentrate
around the apex of the protruding conductor, images w
spatial contrast to a certain degree better than the lengt
the conductor and the dimensions of the shielding can
obtained. Unfortunately, those images lack good quantita
characterization as the antenna’s signal level depends on
ticular distribution of the field that can no longer be cons
ered to be homogeneous. Additionally, the presence of
shielding close to the circuit may cause redistribution of
charges in the circuit and distortion of the primary fieldEp.

III. POSITIONÕSIGNAL DIFFERENCE METHOD

It appears that only by decreasing the antenna dim
sions along with coaxial shielding its spatial resolution ca
bility can be improved. Unfortunately, miniaturization of th
antenna to the micrometer range makes its fabrication ra
difficult, especially fabrication of the coaxial line of low di
ameter and the forming of a short protruding central cond
tor. In this article we present a scanning method which ov
comes the resolution limit determined by the antenn
dimensions and allows us to increase its resolution capab
without the need for further miniaturization of the antenn
Our antennas have a shield with an outer diameter ofD5230
9 © 2003 American Institute of Physics
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mm and a relatively long and thin central protruding condu
tor: a copper wire of lengthL.0.521 mm, L@d, d
58 mm as shown in Fig. 1~b!. The measurement method
based on comparing results of two subsequent scans with
antenna displaced by a small distance along its axis. We
show that for high density structures, when most of the fi
gradient is located close to the surface of the structure,
signal difference is determined only by the field strength s
rounding the apex of the central conductor. By subtract
the two signals corresponding to two positions of the ante
displaced along its axis by distanceDz, one can cancel the
contribution of the field in middle section of the protrudin
conductor, between planesA andB in the Fig. 1~b!. Because
for high-density structures the field above that region is s
posed to be negligible, in this way the field surrounding
conductor apex can be isolated and measured. We shal
this method position/signal difference and we will show th
it allows improvement of the spatial resolution of mapping
the microwave field.

IV. ANALYSIS OF THE METHOD

The antenna displacement is equivalent to changes i
geometry: reduction of the length of the protruding cond
tor by Dz and displacement of the front end of the shield
the same value. In order to show that the contribution of
external field from the middle section of the antenna can
suppressed, we will analyze the influence of the field a
distribution of the currents induced in that region. Thanks
axial symmetry of the antenna, the analysis can be reduce
investigating the boundary condition at the center of the c
ductor. As the sum of the primary incident electric field a
the secondary electric field induced by the antenna sur
currents must vanish inside the conductor, the condition
longitudinal component of the electric field~parallel to the
antenna axis! before and after displacement of the anten
can be written as

Ez
p~z!1E G1~z,z8!J1~z!dz850, ~1!

Ez
p~z!1E G2~z,z8!J2~z!dz850. ~2!

Here the primary field at the conductor centerEp(z) and its
z-componentEz

p(z) do not depend on the probe position. T
integrals in Eqs.~1! and ~2! represent the secondary fie

FIG. 1. Electric field probe:~a! outline,~b! active protruding conductor. The
two positions of the antenna corresponding to different heights above
surface of the device under test are indicated in figure~b! by numbers 1 and
2.
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induced by the antenna as a sum of the contributions of
surface current elements to thez component of the electric
intensity. The integrals are taken over the entire curr
space.J1(z) and J2(z) signify surface currents before an
after the displacement, respectively. The Green functi
G1,2(z,z8) represent the weighting coefficients of the cont
bution of current sources to the secondary field. For the p
truding cylindrical conductor the coefficient does not chan
as a result of displacement along its axis as it depends
on the position of the observation pointz relative to the
position of the current sourcez8

G1~z,z8!5G2~z,z8!5G~z2z8!. ~3!

Its explicit form is6

G~z2z8!5
2 iZ0 exp~2 ibr !

b4pr 3

3F ~11 ibr !S 22
3

4

d

r D1b2
d2

4 G , ~4!

whereZ0 is the impedance of vacuum,d is the diameter of
the conductor,r 5A(z2z8)21d2/4 is the distance betwee
the current source and the observation point at the axis of
conductor andb52p/l is the propagation constant.

Let us focus our attention on the middle section of t
protruding conductor in order to show that in that section
difference between the currents before and after the displ
ment is determined only by the currents at its bounda
and, therefore, the influence of the external field on the c
rent difference can be removed. The section is defined by
planesA and B in between which the secondary field, in
duced by the antenna currents, can be calculated as a r
of contribution of currents within the protruding conducto
excluding the displaced apex and also excluding the con
bution from the currents in the shielding. Because forr
@ 3

8d the Green function~4! decays proportionally tor 23 and
the integrals~1!, ~2! quickly converge, the distances to th
planeA from the antenna displaced apex and the shield
can be chosen greater than diameterd so that the secondar
induced field in this section is not directly influenced by t
currents induced in the displaced apex. For the same re
the separation between the planeB and the shielding can be
chosen greater than diameterD so that the contribution of the
shielding currents to the field induced inside the section
be neglected. The integration space can therefore be e
tively limited to the lengthL of the central conductor. By
subtracting~1!, and~2! and by taking into account~3! we get
a single equation for the difference of currents in that reg

E
L
G~z2z8!J~z!dz850 ~5!

whereJ(z)5J1(z)2J2(z). The solution of~5! for current
difference distribution in that region is not dependent on
external field. Since above planeB the strength of the exter
nal field is assumed to be negligible, the difference of
currentsJz is influenced only by the local field below plan
A that surrounds the displaced antenna apex. This differe
depends on the virtual changes in its geometry and chan

he
 license or copyright; see http://jap.aip.org/jap/copyright.jsp
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in the boundary conditions in the presence of the exte
electric field. As the virtual changes are limited to the reg
Dz of the displaced antenna apex, the measured signal
the resolution of the measurement method is determined
the displacementDz.

Although most of the protruding conductor acts only a
transmitter between the displaced apex and the input to
coaxial line, its length may have an effect on the efficien
of signal matching and the level of measured signal.
therefore describe in detail the influence of this length on
transmission of the signal between planesA and B. The
integral Eq. ~5! resembles the boundary condition for th
uniform transmission line with no induced longitudinal ele
tric field component. Its only nontrivial solution can be wr
ten in the form of two sinusoidal waves traveling in the tw
opposite directions

J~z!5J1 exp~2 ibz!1J2 exp~ ibz!. ~6!

The current amplitude constantsJ1 , J2 must match the field
solution for the antenna apex below planeA and at the input
to the shielding above planeB. We know that below planeA
the currents depend on the field surrounding the displa
antenna apex and if we choose the origin for thez axis at the
planeA (zA50), the current differenceJA can be written in
accordance with Eq.~6!

JA5J11J2 . ~7!

The solution for the currents at the input to the coaxial l
without a presence of the external field depends only on
geometry. It can be expressed in terms of the reflection
efficient h11 for the currents at planeB for which

h115
J2 exp~ ib l !

J1 exp~2 ib l !
. ~8!

In principle, the displacement of the front end of the shie
should result in change in the value ofh11. However, asDz
is negligibly small by comparison with wavelengthl, such a
change in the geometry of the coaxial input can be negle
andh11 can be assumed constant. In practiceh11 is close to
unity due to a large mismatch between relatively low inp
impedance of the coaxial line and very high impedance
the free conductor, determined by its residual coupling to
shielding. Using Eqs.~6!, ~7! and~8! the transfer function of
current difference from the apex to the input of the coax
line can be written as

JB5exp~2 ib l !
11h11

11h11 exp~22ib l !
•JA . ~9!

It may seem that the length of the protruding conductor
be adjusted for optimum signal matching atl .l/4 for which
the antenna operates at its resonance. Unfortunately, the
chanical properties of the conductor do not allow for exte
sion of the lengthL above 1–2 mm. The vibrations and la
eral bending of such a long and thin wire, mostly caused
air flow fluctuations and accelerations during scann
movement, cause degradation of the resolution. For our
quencies of interest~1–8 GHz! this length is significantly
below l/4 and the magnitude of the transfer function~9! is
close to unity
Downloaded 05 Jul 2010 to 134.226.1.229. Redistribution subject to AIP
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V. SENSITIVITY OF THE SYSTEM

The above analysis shows that one can improve the r
lution by reducing the displacementDz. At the same time
this leads to reduction in the signal level. As the signal le
must exceed the noise level , this may effectively limit t
resolution of the antenna and make it dependent on mini
detectable field intensities. The level of acquired signal
pends not only on the currents induced in the apex of
conductor but also on the efficiency of its matching to t
input of the coaxial line, the properties of the preamplifi
and the transmission of the signal to the acquisit
system—to a vector network analyzer~VNA !. The apex of
the protruding conductor functions as a near ideal curr
source and one of the main factors influencing the sensiti
is the matching of such a high-impedance source to the in
of the coaxial line and subsequently to a preamplifier. For
antenna active region, corresponding to displacementDz of
5–50mm, the impedance has capacitive character of val
above 104 V. Because the transfer function~10! preserves
the high impedance character of the apex current source
improve the matching efficiency the input impedance of
coaxial line has to be increased. The mismatch, compare
standard transmission lines and amplifiers with impedan
of about 50V, is in the range 1032104 and therefore micro-
wave resonators~microwave cavities, coaxial resonators7,8!
with high quality factor have to be applied to optimize th
signal matching. Unfortunately, their dimensions and m
do not allow their incorporation into our probes; furthermo
their narrow resonance response would limit the bandwi
of the transmitted signal.

For our miniature probes we have chosen a simp
matching scheme which uses a quarter-wavelength tr
former formed by the antenna coaxial input line with a re
tively high characteristic impedanceZc.120 V. By choos-
ing the length of this line to be equal tol/4 the impedance a
the input can be increased to the valueZi5Zc

2/Z50 whereZ50

is the input impedance of the subsequent network—in
case a MMIC preamplifier. For the frequency of interest~4
GHz! the sensitivity increase resulting from this matchi
procedure was about 15 dB.

VI. CALIBRATION OF THE PROBES

As the properties of antennas may vary, each ante
must be individually calibrated in a well-defined field sta
dard. We have calibrated our antennas in the nonhomo
neous field above an air-suspended cylindrical transmis
line ~see Fig. 2! which allows good access for the probes a
for which the surrounding field can be explicitly calculate
As for the position/signal difference method, the active a
tenna region corresponds to the displaced apex of the
ductor; the level of the resulting signal difference depends
the displacement value. Both mathematical simulations
the experimental results~Fig. 3! give a highly linear charac-
ter of this dependency. As a typical preamplifier is al
highly linear, the measured voltageU after its conditioning
and transmission to the input of the acquisition instrum
 license or copyright; see http://jap.aip.org/jap/copyright.jsp
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~VNA ! is proportional to the antenna displacementDz. We
can, therefore, define the sensitivity of the system for a p
ticular frequency by a single unit-less constantS

S5
1

Dz

U

Ez
. ~11!

FIG. 2. Calibration unit: an air-suspended transmission line with charac
istic impedance of 50V (d51.25 mm, h50.23 mm) is terminated by a
load of the same impedance to avoid signal reflection. The field at
coordinate can be calculated if the power coupled to the unit is known

FIG. 3. Linear dependency of measured signal differenceU on antenna
displacementDz. The design of the antenna was optimized for higher s
sitivity S at frequencies close to 4 GHz.
Downloaded 05 Jul 2010 to 134.226.1.229. Redistribution subject to AIP
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Here Ez is the vertical component of electric field intensi
of microwave field. This constant, determined from su
calibration measurement, can then be used during the s
ning process for the calculation of real values of the elec
field. The measured sensitivity constant gives us minim
level of detectable electric field intensity of about 15 V/m f
displacement 20mm ~and comparable spatial resolution!
with noise signal level of about295 dBm for bandwidth 10
Hz at 4 GHz frequency.

VII. EXPERIMENTAL VERIFICATION OF THE METHOD

To verify the position/signal difference method we ha
compared expected field values in the calibration unit sho
in Fig. 2 with the measured data. Figure 4 shows sig
values for different separationsa between the antenna an
the transmission line. All signal curves were normalized
the values corresponding to the antenna apex placed clo
the cylindrical conductor of the calibration unit with th
separation of 50mm from the signal line. We see that dire
signal, as acquired by the antenna, does not compare dir
to the field strength as the field intensity changes along
active protruding conductor and the signal level depends
the particular distribution of the field. On the other hand, t
curve of signal difference, with antenna displacement
Dx550 mm follows faithfully expected field intensity at th
apex of the protruding conductor. We can observe very g
agreement between those curves, especially for dista
smaller than 1 mm where high field gradient is expect
This agreement is noticeably worse for greater distanc
mostly caused by limited dimensions of the calibration u
and distortion of the field at greater distances from the cy
drical conductor.

VIII. PROBE POSITIONING SYSTEM

Our goal was to achieve field images with spatial re
lution of R about 1025 m. For this the antenna must b
driven with a precision better than the desired resolutionR.
We use a combination of precision motorized positioni
stages and piezo actuators which allows us to scan la
areas of up to several cm with high dynamics of probe m

r-

y

-

FIG. 4. Calculated electric field intensity and measured antenna sig
above an air suspended cylindrical transmission line shown in Fig. 2
various separationsa between the antenna apex and the line.
 license or copyright; see http://jap.aip.org/jap/copyright.jsp
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4983J. Appl. Phys., Vol. 93, No. 9, 1 May 2003 R. Kantor and I. V. Shvets
tion and allows us to keep submicron probe positioning
curacy. The movement of the antenna over the sample
face has to be accurately controlled as the antenna has
driven very close to the circuit surface with a separat
corresponding to the desired resolution. Conventional h
zontal plane scanning1,3,9 cannot be implemented with suffi
cient precision for highly miniaturized circuits if the sma
tip sample separationsa has to be kept constant. This is du
to the sample tilt and also because the surfaces of most
cuits are not flat: step-like profile of the transmission lin
and additional surface features like air bondings, signal c
tacts or shunt elements are typically comparable or else
ceed the required working distance. Methods utilizing sim
taneous tip/sample distance control techniques such
scanning tunneling microscopy~STM!,10 capacitive distance
control using dual frequency excitation11 or incorporation of
a microwave feedback for distance control12,13are applicable
for conductive samples only and their use is limited
sample profile mapping and studies of properties
materials.14,15

FIG. 5. Separate topography and field acquisition during the scan
process.
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Our measurement process consists of two separate s
sample topography acquisition and field probe scann
During the second step the antenna is driven according
previously acquired topographic data~see Fig. 5! at a defined
distance above the surface. This allows choosing an arbit
separation between the front end of the antenna and the
face and keeping it constant during the field measureme
The topography acquisition is performed using an atom
force microscopy-like technique where a glass probe is d

g

FIG. 6. Topography of the PCB surface capacitor. Thickness of the die
tric substrate ist5127 mm, permittivity e510.2. The width of the fingers
is 40mm, separation gap between the fingers is about 60mm.
t
essed b
n

FIG. 7. ~Color! Effect of resolution enhancement as a result of signal differences acquired for different antenna/sample separationsa . The images represen
both the amplitude and the phase of the signal. The amplitude of the acquired signal corresponds to the brightness in the image, the phase is expry the
color as indicated by the ring scale in figure~c!. ~a! Signal induced in the antenna for separationsa55 mm, ~b! signal induced in the antenna for separatio
sa512 mm, ~c! Difference of signals~a! and ~b! which suppress background fields acting along the protruding conductor above its displaced apex.
 license or copyright; see http://jap.aip.org/jap/copyright.jsp
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4984 J. Appl. Phys., Vol. 93, No. 9, 1 May 2003 R. Kantor and I. V. Shvets
ered perpendicular to the surface. The dependency of
amplitude and the phase of the probe’s mechanical osc
tion on the probe/sample separation is used to keep the s
ration constant in the range of several tens of nm. A qua
tuning fork, commonly used in scanning near-field optic
microscopy16,17 in a single oscillating arm configuration18 is
utilized for probe frequency stabilization and amplitude d
tection. The technique can be employed with all types
materials used in circuit fabrication to include various m
als, dielectrics and semiconductors. After the topography
quisition, the probe is exchanged for the field antenna
field scanning for various separations between the anten
apex and the surface is performed. A static reference ti
used when the topography probe is exchanged for the
tenna; the probes are aligned by means of an optical con
using a long-focal length microscope.

IX. SCANNING RESULTS

A surface capacitor was used to demonstrate the me
described. It was fabricated by us using the standard lit
graphic process on a microwave PCB sheet as seen in
Fig. 6. The signal from the source of VNA is coupled to t
port P1 of the capacitor. PortP2 is terminated by a shortcu
at a distance of about 25 mm from the capacitor to all
excitation of the capacitor to higher potentials due to re
nance in the transmission line at the frequency of interef
53.84 GHz. Both the amplitude and the phase of the sig
are acquired by the antenna and stored during the scan
process.

In Figs. 7~a! and7~b! we can see field images of th
normal electric field acquired for two different antenn
sample separations; Fig. 7~c! shows the difference of thes
signals. We can clearly observe significant resolution
hancement for the difference signal. As the antenna is se
tive to the field acting along the whole length of the protru
ing conductor, the scattered field intensities at hig
distances above the sample represent the main contribu
to the level of acquired signal. The difference signal cor
sponds to the local electric field intensities surrounding
antenna apex only. The method also reveals the differen
in the phase of electric field; these differences are indica
by different colors in the field map inserted in Fig. 7~c!. The
amplitude and the phase of electric field intensities are
rectly determined by alternating potentials of the fingers
longing to the two different portsP1 andP2 of the capacitor.

The resolution enhancement is also illustrated in F
8~a! which represents cross-sectionA82A9 of the signal am-
plitude across the fingers of the capacitor. Figure 8~b! ex-
poses the phase differences of about 55°. For original f
length antenna signals, the phase changes across the i
are nearly indistinguishable. The increase in the phase
trast is possible due to the fact that the difference is ca
lated by subtracting complex amplitudes of the signals.
deed the vector difference between two nearly ident
vectors can have phase completely different from the pha
of such vectors. In other words the phase contrast came f
the fact that although the phase of the measured field d
not change at significant heights above the surface, it d
Downloaded 05 Jul 2010 to 134.226.1.229. Redistribution subject to AIP
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change for small separations above the circuit which is r
resented by the signal difference.

The analysis of the Figs. 7 and 8 would suggest that
spatial resolution obtained by position/signal differen
method is better than 30mm. This gives the ratio of the
resolution to the wavelengthR/l of some 331024.

X. CONCLUSIONS

In order to measure electric field intensities with hig
resolution, a scanning setup combining topography and
crowave field acquisition was developed. We have presen
miniaturized field probes and measurement techniques
lowing acquisition of electric field intensity in the deep nea
field region (l/1032l/104). In particular, the position/signa
difference method appears to be an effective approach al
ing one to achieve exceptional resolution with low distorti
of the measured field and good quantitative field charac
ization. Although we have focused our attention on acqu
tion of the electric field components, the scanning setup
many of the described techniques may be used for magn
field measurements utilizing a small loop antenna wh
would give complementary information about distribution
currents in devices under test. We believe that high res
tion near-field measurements can become an attrac

FIG. 8. Increase in spatial contrasts for cross-section itA82A9 using
position/signal difference method. The method reveals the difference
about 12 dB in the amplitude and 55° in the phase of local fields surrou
ing different fingers of the capacitor.~a! Amplitude of the signals,~b! phase
of the signals.
 license or copyright; see http://jap.aip.org/jap/copyright.jsp
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4985J. Appl. Phys., Vol. 93, No. 9, 1 May 2003 R. Kantor and I. V. Shvets
method for noninvasive investigation of functionality of m
crowave devices, especially during their development
testing phase when maximum information about devices
subsystems is desired.
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